
In the warehouse management solution, stock issue is purely inventory 

action which will not link to accounting system. It happen mainly on the 

situation where by the tracking system is purely for warehouse use and 

will not summited to accounting department.  The user uses mainly 

stock issue for in-house tracking purposes only.  Example of stock issue 

include additive to the production material, Consumable tools or 

material. Disposable material for production.  

Warehouse stock issue always happen in the situation when the 

warehouse manager would like to transfer from warehouse A to warehouse B, from warehouse A to 

production floor and etc. The tracking is not counted into accounting and not money value involve for 

this action. Account side may charge between the department or intercompany fee where in term of 

lump sum.  Stock issue is not accounting action, it may cause inaccuracy on the full set of accounting 

because it did not bring into consideration of time and space factor in the inventory.  

 

Autotrack team know the requirement of most of the Small and Medium Industry in the country who 

are working on production in smaller scale, tracking cost in some situation will be costlier than the no 

value inventory transfer. We design base on customer demand our mobile stock issue module to 

simplify the tracking of stock issue activity. Use just need to login to the terminal, select the recipients 

warehouse/location, start scanning the issue product and enter the 

quantity taken out from the store. 

It is so simple, our Autotrack mobilecomm will taking care on the 

data transfer in between the mobile computer and customer 

existing ERP or warehousing solution. It gives you peach of mind on 

your transferring action. Wait no more, give us a call to see how our 

Autotrack On Demand Stock Issue solution can help your production 

and internal warehouse. 

www.alcaidc.com 
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